We propose a new prescription for evaluating a von Neumann entropy in the initial stage of highenergy heavy-ion collisions utilizing the time evolution of classical Yang-Mills (CYM) field: The von Neumann entropy is computed for the quantum coherent states constructed so as to give the classical gluon fields as the expectation values. The entropy is to be liberated when the complete decoherence is achieved. As a demonstration, the time evolution of the CYM dynamics is solved with an initial condition which mimics the Glasma state, though in a non-expanding geometry; the Glasma state is characterized by the longitudinal color-electric and -magnetic fields with gluon fields' fluctuations around it. We find that the initial longitudinal fluctuations of the fields play essential roles for the entropy production in two ways: First, the field fluctuations at t = 0 themselves act as a source of the von Neumann entropy prepared before the time evolution. Second, the initial fluctuations triggers field instabilities, and hence the larger the strength of them, the more the entropy production at later time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Experiments with high-energy heavy-ion collisions (HIC) in Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN revealed interesting properties of created hot matter called the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). One of the curious properties found in HIC experiments is the early thermalization; the thermalization time is estimated to be τ 0 ≃ 1.0 fm/c from the analysis of the data obtained by RHIC using relativistic hydrodynamic equations [1, 2] . This thermalization time is considerably smaller compared with the prediction by perturbative QCD [3] . To tackle the problem, we need to understand the non-equilibrium QCD dynamics starting from the realistic initial condition for HIC.
The key issues for elucidating the possible mechanism of the early thermalization are how and when entropy is produced in the early stage of HIC. Nuclear wave functions before the collision are considered to be described by the color glass condensate caused by the gluon saturation [4] [5] [6] , where the (semi-)classical approximation is valid [7] [8] [9] . The matter created just after the collision of two nuclei has a specific configuration of the fields called "Glasma" [6] , where color-electric and -magnetic fields are aligned parallel to the collision axis between two colliding nuclei. It is suggested that the Glasma state induces some instabilities, i.e., Weibel and Nielsen-Olesen instabilities [10, 11] , which may cause isotropization at early time, and hence hopefully thermalization [12] [13] [14] [15] . One should, however, note that the matter which can be well described by the dissipative hydrodynamics does not necessarily have isotropic particle distribution.
A direct examination of the entropy production in the early stage of HIC is done in Refs. [16, 17] , where Kolmogorov-Sinaï (KS) entropy is given as the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents calculated through solving the time evolution of CYM; the positive Lyapunov exponents and thus Kolmogorov-Sinaï (KS) entropy represent the mixing property of the system. See [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] for early investigations of the chaotic behavior of CYM. In Ref. [17] , the authors solved the equation of motion of CYM starting from Glasma-like initial conditions, and found a large number of positive Lyapunov exponents in the early stage when the initial field fluctuations are included, and even for later times their number is a sizeable fraction of the total number of degrees of freedom, indicating a significant amount of entropy is produced by classical gluon field dynamics, i.e., the dynamics in the early stage of HIC. They emphasized that the field fluctuation at the initial state is crucial for the entropy production even when Glasma-like initial conditions are adopted.
While the early stage of HIC should be well described as a classical system, the system is nothing more than a quantum system |G for which the gluon fieldÂ The quantum statistical entropy is given by the von Neumann entropy S ≡ −Trρ log ρ, with ρ being the density matrix of the system. Our idea is that the quantum state of the gluon fields in the initial stage of HIC may be well described by a coherent state [25] ; |G ≃ |coh , where the coherent state |coh is given solely in terms of the classical fields A c a µ ; the explicit construction of |coh is given in the next section. Then the time evolution of the t −Tr ρ log ρ = 0
mixed (decoherent) state:
Schematic illustration of the possible decoherence entropy production process. The red line shows the amount of entropy S dec (t) to be liberated at time t provided that a complete decoherence occurs there, whereas the dashed-black line is the entropy for a pure state. The time evolution of the system is assumed to be described as that of a coherent state until a time t dec when decoherence takes place; then the density matrix becomes diagonal so that the von Neumann entropy becomes positive. A possible time-dependence of entropy after t dec is expressed by the dotted-red line.
density matrix and hence the von Neumann entropy can be obtained from the classical dynamics. However, the things do not go so easy: Information loss of the system is indispensable for the entropy production. Indeed, if the system stays in a pure state, where the time evolution is given by a unitary operator, the entropy keeps zero value, as is well known. Thus the system must be or turn to a mixed state to produce the entropy. The conversion from a pure to mixed state or decoherence may be achieved through the interaction of the system with its environment [26] . The decoherence process can be nicely described in terms of the density matrix ρ; the nondiagonal elements tends to vanish while the diagonal elements of ρ becomes semi-positive definite in certain representation in the course of decoherence.
In Refs. [27] [28] [29] , an estimate of the decoherence time τ dec of the gluon ensemble in HIC is given in a leadingorder approximation, and it is argued that τ dec ∼ Q −1 s , where Q s is the saturation scale of the collision. They also estimate the amount of entropy production during the decoherence from the number of decohering gluons per a coherent domain [30] , and found that the produced entropy is roughly one-third of that measured in the final hadron distribution.
In the present paper, we propose a new method for the calculation of the entropy in the initial stage of HIC on the basis of a new scenario of the entropy production by decoherence. As is illustrated in Fig. 1 , we assume that there is a stage where the gluon system evolves quantummechanically from Glasma initial conditions before the occurrence of the decoherence at a time t dec : The gluon system is assumed to be described by a coherent state as in Refs. [27] [28] [29] , and the time dependence of the expectation value of gauge fields by the coherent state is obtained from that of the classical gluon fields. In this study, we do not refer to any specific process of the decoherence in the study, and simply assume that a complete decoherence occurs at t dec . Then the density matrix becomes diagonal in the gluon Fock state basis (ρ dec ) ij = ρ ii δ ij , whose diagonal matrix elements are given in terms of the time-dependent coherent state, and thereby we can calculate the von Neumann entropy of the system from the diagonalized decoherent density matrix ρ dec constructed from CYM dynamics, its best quantum analogue (the time-dependent coherent states), and the decoherence assumption. Notice that the entropy obtained through a completed decoherence gives a maximum one produced by a possible decoherence of a coherent state. This kind of entropy is referred to as "decoherence entropy", because the diagonalization of the density matrix is caused by decoherence of a quantum state [26] .
As is mentioned above, the chaotic behavior of gluon fields is related to the production of KS entropy, and the fluctuation of the initial state is crucial for the production [16, 17] . As we will see, longitudinal fluctuations in the Glasma initial conditions make the von Neumann entropy much larger, as is the case for Kolmogorov-Sinaï entropy. This indicates that the initial fluctuation of classical chromo-electric and magnetic fields is crucial for the production of the entropy, and the production of the entropy would explain the early thermalization.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. IIA, the formalism of calculations of time dependence of gauge fields and electric fields is given in the non-compact formalism [16, 17] . In Sec. IIB, basic ingredients for coherent states are presented. The von Neumann entropy defined by a density matrix is introduced here. The setup of initial conditions in a non-expanding geometry which mimics the Glasma initial condition is illustrated in Sec. IIC. In Sec. III, numerical calculations of the time dependence of the entropy with various longitudinal fluctuations are shown. The time dependence of squared electric fields are also shown to see the isotropization of the system. Section IV is devoted to summarize and conclude the present work.
II. DECOHERENCE ENTROPY FROM CLASSICAL YANG-MILLS DYNAMICS

A. Formulation of classical Yang-Mills dynamics
First, we briefly give our formulation of calculational scheme of the CYM dynamics. The details can be found in Ref. [16, 17] . In pure Yang-Mills theory in the temporal gauge A a 0 = 0, the Hamiltonian in the non-compact (A, E) scheme takes the following form on the lattice
where
, and f abc is the structure constant. In this study, we deal with SU(2) gauge theory, i.e., f abc = ǫ abc , where ǫ abc is the Levi-Civita tensor with ǫ 123 = +1. Note that all the quantities in the equations are given in the lattice unit and thus dimensionless. From Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain the classical equations of motion (EOM) for the canonical coordinate A a i (x) (gauge fields) and the canonical momentum (4) which we solve with CGC-like initial conditions to be specified later. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is adopted to solve the EOM. We check that the violation of Gauss' law is not harmful for our numerical simulation in the non-compact formalism: the number of positive, negative and zero Lyapunov exponents exists in equal amount (for details, see the appendix of Ref. [17] ).
B. CYM coherent state, decoherence, and von Neumann entropy
Here we give the calculational method of a von Neumann entropy in the initial stage of HIC.
To begin with, as an example, we consider a onedegrees-of-freedom system described by the Hamiltonian H = p 2 /2m + mω 2 q 2 /2, where q and p are the canonical coordinate and momentum. We set = 1 in the following. The creation and annihilation operators are defined by a † = mω 2 (q − ip/mω) and a = mω 2 (q + ip/mω), respectively, and satisfy [a, a † ] = 1. Using the creation operator, a Fock state is expressed by |n ≡
and is normalized as n|n ′ = δ n,n ′ . A coherent state |α is an eigenstate of an annihilation operator a, i.e., a|α = α|α , where the coherent state is normalized as α|α = 1. The eigenvalue α of the coherent state |α is written by the expectation value of the coordinate q and the momentum p as
Such a coherent state can be realized as the superposition of Fock states,
The probability of finding the n-particle state in the coherent state is then given by
which is a Poisson distribution. The average particle numbern is then written as
We now proceed with the case of QCD, which has infinite degrees of freedom. The coherent states of gluons have color (a), direction (i) and momentum indices ( k), i.e.,
Thus the eigenvalue α , as
Here, ω k on the lattice is defined by
where N i is the number of lattice points in the i-direction.
The expectation values of gauge and electric fields for coherent states are then expressed as
In the momentum space, these expectation values are written as
From the above equations, the eigenvalue α ai k , i.e., the expectation value of the annihilation operator, is expressed as
The corresponding expansion of coherent states |α ai k by Fock states |n, a, i, k is written as
The probability of finding the n-particle state, P ai k (n) in the coherent state is given by
Also, the average particle numbern
Because A ai ( k) and E ai ( k) are the expectation values for coherent states, which are the best quantum analogue of classical observables, we substitute the classical fields A ai ( k) and E ai ( k) obtained by solving CYM equation for A ai ( k) and E ai ( k) , which enables us to compute the time dependence of α ai k with CYM. From the coherent states of gluon fields, we can evaluate the density matrix ρ and the von Neumann entropy after decoherence as follows. The gluon state is assumed to be a direct product of gluon coherent state in the calculation,
The density matrix for a certain k, a and i can be written as
where |m, ai k is a Fock state with particle number m, color a, direction i and momentum k. A von Neumann entropy is defined as
For a pure state, the entropy is zero, because the pure state condition ρ 2 = ρ results in the eigenvalues of ρ of 0 or 1. As is mentioned in Introduction, we assume a complete decoherence at a time, and then the density matrix becomes diagonal in the gluon Fock state basis |n, ai k as
and the von Neumann entropy becomes nonzero,
This entropy is referred to as "decoherence entropy", as mentioned in Introduction.
C. Initial conditions with coherent background fields
One of the realistic initial conditions of high-energy heavy-ion collisions is so-called Glasma [6, 7, 31, 32] , where both the color-electric and -magnetic fields are parallel to the collision axis. In this study, we adopt a Glasma-like initial condition (GIC) in the non-expanding geometry, which is explained below.
The Glasma initial condition describes the gauge fields at proper time τ ≡ √ t 2 − z 2 = 0 + , when two nuclei move along z axis almost at the speed of light and collide at t = 0 and z = 0. The gluons having large Bjorken x and quarks are assumed to be color sources for low x gluons in the initial condition. The model in which the color-source distribution is Gaussian is called McLerran-Venugopalan model [6] .
We prepare an initial condition which mimics the MV model in the non-expanding geometry: The color sources which obey Gaussian distribution are set and then electric fields and magnetic fields aligned in the collision axis are generated from the sources. The small fluctuations in the z direction is also added on the above fields as in Ref. [7] .
The procedure to generate color-electric and -magnetic fields is given as follows:
• Generate the Gaussian random color sources for a target nucleus ρ (t) and a projectile ρ (p) which satisfies
, where x ⊥ ≡ (x, y) and a, b are the color indices.
• Solving the Poisson equations:
• Wilson lines are calculated as
• Gauge fields are given by α
• From α i , gauge fields are constructed as
Electric fields and magnetic fields are then given by
The initial condition gives electric fields and magnetic fields parallel to the z direction and have fluctuations in the x and y directions. We also include fluctuations in the z direction as follows [7] :
• Generate the Gaussian random fluctuations of electric fields, δĒ i (x ⊥ ), which satisfies
and also fluctuations in z direction F (z) satisfying
• E i (x ⊥ , z) and E z (x ⊥ , z) are composed from these fluctuations as
and E (0) z is the electric field without fluctuations shown in Eq. (26) GIC shown in Eqs. (25) , (30) and (31) with (t, x ⊥ , z) coordinates are given in almost the same way as those in the original formulation, which is given in an expanding geometry with (τ, x ⊥ , η) coordinates [6, 7, 31, 32] , by replacing (τ, η) with (t, z). Since we replace δ(η − η ′ ) in an expanding geometry with δ(z−z ′ ) in a non-expanding geometry in Eq. (29), we have introduced a scale factor g 2 µ in Eq. (29) in order to compensate the dimension coming from δ(z − z ′ ). It should be noted that the present initial condition does not have the connection with the color glass condensate wave function of the colliding nuclei. We remark that the construction of electric fields is consistent with Gauss' law,
III. DECOHERENCE ENTROPY FROM GLASMA INITIAL CONDITION
In this section, we show the numerical results of the entropy evaluated with GIC. Note that we set g 2 µ = 1 in the numerical calculation. In Table I , parameters used in the initial condition are summarized; volume, amplitudes of longitudinal fluctuations, and initial energy densities. We also show the squared fluctuation-background electric field ratio defined by x,a δE
where δE a z ( x) and E (0)a z ( x) are defined in Eq. (31). Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the entropy density, S dec /Volume, from GIC with fluctuations in the z direction. The amplitude of longitudinal fluctuations, ∆ in Eq. (29) , varies from 0 to 1.0 × 10 −1 . The lines correspond to different amplitudes of longitudinal fluctuations, ∆. We will mention the choice of the amplitudes ∆ later. With ∆ = 0, the entropy is almost constant: S dec /Volume ≃ 2.3 for our calculation time, g 2 µt < 100. On the other hand, with finite ∆, S dec /Volume starts to increase at a certain time. For example, with ∆ = 5.0 × 10 −4 , S dec /Volume is almost the same as that without fluctuation for g 2 µt < 18, and it starts to increase after that and saturates around g 2 µt = 80. The onset time of entropy increase becomes earlier as the fluctuation ∆ becomes larger. For ∆ > 5.0 × 10 −3 , S dec /Volume at the initial time is already larger than that without fluctuations. Thus, we find the two kinds of origin of the entropy. One is the non-linear dynamics of CYM, which is triggered by small fluctuations after a certain time. The other is the intrinsic entropy which is potentially prepared in the initial state (at t = 0).
We here discuss the relation between time dependence of the entropy and the initial fluctuations. In the previous paper [16, 17] , chaotic behavior of CYM and the entropy production are studied. They find that the instability and chaotic behavior of CYM are the origin of the Kolmogorov-Sinaï (KS) entropy, which is obtained by the sum of positive Lyapunov exponents and shows the entropy production rate. On the other hand, the entropy itself is studied here. The numerical results obtained here indicate that the production of the decoherence entropy would be also related to instabilities and chaoticity of the system. Without longitudinal fluctuations, i.e., the amplitude ∆ = 0, no long-standing instability exists. While the initial Glasma configuration has a potential instability in the longitudinal fluctuation direction leading to macroscopic number of the Kolmogorov-Sinaï entropy obtained as the sum of positive Lyapunov exponents, actual entropy production would not be realized because of the translational invariance in z direction. The number of excited modes is that of two-dimensional lattice, and dimensionally reduced entropy from two-dimensional chaos is realized. With finite ∆, potential instability represented as positive Lyapunov exponents is manifested, and full 3-dimensional entropy production is realized. The number of degrees of freedom is proportional to the lattice sites, and the entropy is roughly about N z times larger than that in the ∆ = 0 case, where N z is the lattice size in z direction and N z = 20 in the present calculation. Our results show that the entropy with finite ∆ is around 16 times larger than that with ∆ = 0, which is 80% of the expected ratio. This small reduction is understood as the difference of the distribution of the average particle numbern ai k . With ∆ = 0, energy is concentrated in smaller number of modes, and we findn is larger in excited modes, α = 0, then the entropy per excited mode is slightly larger with ∆ = 0.
Next, we discuss isotropization of the system. In general, the isotropization time depends on physical observables. We here examine squared electric fields in the perpendicular and the longitudinal directions, E long almost coincides after g 2 µt ≃ 35, which indicates isotropization of the system. For ∆ = 0.05, the basic behavior is the same as that for ∆ = 0.1, but the isotropization time is a bit longer than that with ∆ = 0.1: g 2 µt ≃ 40 for this amplitude, which indicates the stronger fluctuations cause faster isotropization. We note that the "isotropization" here is determined by that of electric fields, and there might be some quantities that is not isotropized after the isotropization of electric fields.
We briefly comment on the choice of the range of fluctuations, 0 < ∆ < 1.0 × 10 −1 . Since the longitudinal fluctuation strength is of order g 2 compared to the background field in the perturbative regime, longitudinal fluctuations should not be large. As shown in Table I , the squared fluctuation-background electric field ratio,
2 , is less than 1/3 × 10 −1 . The fluctuations with ∆ ≤ 0.1 are judged to be small compared with the background field and thus these fluctuations are acceptable.
Rough estimation of the physical scale can be done by regarding the transverse area of the lattice as a section of an Au nucleus. This enables us to determine the physical length of the lattice, L, as
Au with the radius of an Au nucleus, R Au ≃ 7fm. The resulting physical length is L ≃ 12.4fm. From the present lattice extent g 2 µL = 20, we obtain g 2 µ ≃ 0.32GeV ≃ (0.63fm) −1 . Figure 4 is the same as Fig.2 but with the horizontal axis from t=0 to 2fm. From the figure, we see that the entropy is roughly constant in the time interval, which implies the importance of the potential entropy possessed in the initial state and the decoherence time at which the decoherence entropy is realized for the understanding of early thermalization. We should note here that the determination of the physical scale has large uncertainty and we also do not know how large the actual longitudinal fluctuation is. Further study is necessary for the deeper understanding of the entropy production.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have studied entropy production in the initial stage of HIC. We have proposed a method to compute (quantum mechanical) von Neumann entropy utilizing the dynamics of classical Yang-Mills(CYM) fields under the following two assumptions: One is that the gluon state in the initial stage is well represented by a quantum coherent state, and the time evolution of the classical gluon fields as given by the expectation values of the coherent state is provided by the CYM dynamics. The other is that the density matrix becomes fully diagonal, i.e., complete decoherence occurs at a time t dec , which gives the upper limit of the entropy produced through decoherence. The von Neumann entropy evaluated here is referred to as the decoherence entropy. We do not specify the mechanism of the decoherence here. We have adopted an initial condition, Glasma-like initial condition (GIC), which mimics the Glasma in the non-expanding geometry to calculate the time dependence of the entropy. The longitudinal fluctuation is imposed to the initial condition and we see the dependence of the entropy production on the longitudinal fluctuations.
In GIC with small longitudinal fluctuations, the entropy starts to increase at a certain time and is enhanced compared with that without longitudinal fluctuations. The onset time of the entropy increase depends on the ratio of the fluctuations to background color-electric and magnetic fields. Thus, the longitudinal fluctuations in the initial condition are quite important for entropy production. On the other hand, with large longitudinal fluctuations, the decoherence entropy is already large at t = 0. We find two kinds of origin of the entropy: One is the non-linear dynamics of CYM triggered by small fluctuations after a certain time, and the other is the intrinsic entropy potentially kept in the initial state.
We have discussed the relation between the production of the decoherence entropy and the instability and chaoticity of the system. Without the longitudinal fluctuations, the instability in the longitudinal direction is not realized due to translational invariance in longitudinal direction and the entropy production is dimensionally reduced. On the other hand, a full 3-dimensional entropy production is realized by the longitudinal fluctuations due to the realization of instability and chaoticity in the longitudinal direction. Our numerical simulations support the scenario.
Isotropization has also been investigated via squared electric fields. We find that isotropization of the system in GIC is also intimately related to the fluctuation of electric and magnetic fields in the initial stage. We have also estimated the physical scale and find that the initial entropy kept in the coherent state and the decoherence time would be important for the understanding of the early thermalization. We should note that we still have uncertainty in the determination of the physical scale and the magnitude of longitudinal fluctuations, which should be resolved before drawing phenomenological conclusions.
In the present study, we neglect the expansion of a Glasma along the collision axis. The effect of expansion would make the thermalization slower. Therefore, to include the effect in the calculation is an important future task to understand the entropy production and the thermalization in HIC.
